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Data fitting is an essential part of obtaining material constants for hyperelastic models. However, due to inadequate
experimental data, a single-data set, i.e. uniaxial data, is often used for fitting. Despite a frequent use of this method, it is proven
that it provides an inaccurate forecast for a characterization. Therefore, as an alternative method, combined-data fitting is
usually recommended. In this research, material constants calculated through two different data-fitting methods were evaluated
in terms of dispersion. First, material constants were obtained by taking the average of two single-data-set fitted constants (the
uniaxial and biaxial data). The second method used the combined-data fitting to find the material constants. Using the constants
found, biaxial and uniaxial curves were drawn for each case. For this purpose, three models, the Mooney, Ogden and Yeoh
model, were selected. When considering the Mooney model, the averaged method seems not to show a sufficient improvement
to the biaxial curve. The Yeoh model reacts equally to both methods, while the Ogden model seems not to be applicable to the
averaged method.
Keywords: elastomers, hyperelasticity, material constants, data fitting
Obdelava eksperimentalnih podatkov je klju~ni del dolo~itve materialnih konstant, ki jih uporabljamo v modelih za
hiper-elasti~nost materialov. Vendar pa se zaradi neustreznih eksperimentalnih podatkov uporablja enovit set podatkov, to je
podatek dobljen pri enoosnem obremenjevanju. Kljub pogosti uporabi te metode je dokazano, da le-ta omogo~a nenatan~no
napoved oz. karakterizacijo. Zato se obi~ajno priporo~a alternativna metoda, pri kateri dodatno uporabljamo “fitanje« oz.
obdelavo in prilagajanje podatkov. V prispevku avtorji izra~unavajo materialne konstante z dvema razli~nima metodama fitanja
podatkov in ju vrednotijo glede na razpr{enost. V prvem primeru so avtorji materialne konstante dolo~ili z dolo~itvijo povpre~ja
dveh enovitih setov podatkov fitanja konstantnih vrednosti (vrednosti dobljene pri enoosnem in dvoosnem preizkusu). V drugem
primeru pa so, da bi dolo~ili materialne konstante, uporabili kombinirano fitanje podatkov. Z uporabo ugotovljenih konstant so
izrisali eno in dvoosne krivulje za vsak primer posebej. V ta namen so uporabili oz. izbrali tri razli~ne modele: Mooneyev,
Ogdenov in Yeohov model. Izra~un z Mooneyevim modelom je pokazal, da metoda povpre~enja ne predstavlja zadovoljive
izbolj{ave za dvoosno krivuljo. Yeohov model je reagiral podobno pri obeh metodah, medtem ko se Ogdenov model zdi
uporaben za metodo povpre~enja.
Klju~ne besede: elastomeri, hiper-elasti~nost, materialne konstante, obdelava oz. fitanje podatkov

1 INTRODUCTION
Data fitting is an integral part of finding material
constants for a selected hyperelastic model in the
mechanical characterization of elastomers. Many a time,
it is observed that due to various reasons, material
characterization was done with a single-data set.
However, it is established that the use of one data set for
the fitting leads to inaccuracies. In order to avoid this,
combined data fitting with two or more data sets is
recommended. When there are more than one data set
and combined data fitting can be considered as the
preferred solution. However, there is another possibility
of fitting each data set separately to obtain the averaged
values for the much needed material constants. In this
work, we intend to investigate this additional method for
its suitability for an application related to the three
material models.
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The topic of material characterization is very popular
in the scientific community and, consequently, there are
many published materials on this theme. Therefore, it is
appropriate to mention some of the works we went
through when preparing our research.
R. W. Ogden1 experimented with the biaxial behaviour and improved the model as a modification to the
Valanis–Landel2 hypothesis. E. H. Twizell and R. W.
Ogden3 improved the established relationship between
the theory and experiment by methodically optimizing
the material-constant calculation. D. A. Morrow et al.4
discussed the elastomer curve fitting the evaluation
techniques. R. W. Ogden et al.5 also experimented
extensively with the curve fitting with the Ogden model.
G. Marckmann and E. Verron6 did a comprehensive
study of material models too.
2 EXPERIMENTAL PART
The Treloar data7 are frequently used in hyperelastic-material-characterisation research. Hence, two of
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these data sets, uniaxial and biaxial-tension data were
used for this material-constant-comparison experiment.
For the material-characterization part of the work, three
models, namely, the Mooney, Ogden and Yeoh model
were selected.
After selecting the model, using a uniaxial-data set,
data fitting was done. For the data fitting, the least
squares principal was used. Consequently, the same
procedure was followed for the biaxial-data set. The
material constants obtained were then added and the
average value was calculated for each material constant.
In the second part of the experiment, for the same model,
combined data fitting was done using the uniaxial and
biaxial data simultaneously. The procedure was carried
out for all three models. With the material-constant
values in place for each model, both uniaxial and biaxial
graphs were drawn for the two experimental cases,
averaged and combined. As a reference, only uniaxial-data fitted curves were also plotted in the same
graph.

uniaxial-data fitted curve. However, it still cannot be
accepted as the correct form of the curve since the
typical location and shape of the biaxial curve do not
prevail. With regard to the uniaxial curves, it can be
observed from the figure that, for the model, both the
averaged and combined curves depict somewhat similar
results. Contrary to the Mooney-Rivlin model, the Yeoh
model given in Figure 2 shows almost the same results
for both the uniaxial and biaxial curves for the two cases
discussed. The referenced only-uniaxial-data fitted curve

3 RESULTS
Results of the combined-data fitting and averaged
material constants are given in Table 1. In the table, the
first column lists the three considered models, while the
second column gives the respective material-constant
abbreviations. The last two columns of the table list the
material-constant values for two separate cases, the
averaged and combined one, respectively.
Based on these material constants, uniaxial and
biaxial curves were drawn for the mentioned three
models.

Figure 1: Mooney-2 model curves

Table 1: Material constants for the three models

Mooney

Ogden

Yeoh

C10
C01
μ1
a1
μ2
a2
C10
C20
C30

Treloar
Averaged
0.2138895
–0.04897777
0.17032095
1.31808
27.4163585
1.2744614
0.1900445
–0.00148556
4.24484E-05

data
Combined
0.186701
0.0032429
–107.906
–0.0064045
0.0244768
3.58976
0.182867
–0.0012875
3.71E-05

Figure 2: Yeoh-3 model curves

The single-data set is used for data-fitted curves, only
uniaxial and only biaxial curves are also given in each
graph as references. These graphs are shown in Figures
1, 2 and 3.
4 DISCUSSION
When examining the Mooney-Rivlin biaxial graphs
given in Figure 1, the averaged-material-constant-driven
curve seems to have improved the referenced only122

Figure 3: Ogden-2 model curves
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seems to be lagging behind the previously discussed
curves. As a material model, the Ogden model is different from the other two models. When considering it,
unlike the other two, this model is described directly
through stretch ratios, instead of invariants. When
observing Figure 3, drastic changes are visible. These
might have been due to the factor discussed. However,
considering it, in order to construct a material model,
averaged constant values do not seem to be the right
particular case.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In order to complete a hyperelestic material model,
model constants need to be calculated. In this experiment, two methods of calculating material constants
were studied. With the first method, material constants
were calculated by taking the average from the constant
values obtained through a single-data-set fitting exercise
using both uniaxial and biaxial data. The second method
used the combined-data fitting to obtain the material
constants. The two methods were then tested with three
models. According to the results, the Mooney-Rivlin
model is best with the combined-data-fitted constant
values. The Yeoh model seems not to differentiate
between the two methods. According to the results, the
averaged method cannot be used for the Ogden model.
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